DELHI POLICE PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS VI
Dear Students,
As we usher in the summer holiday spirit with zealous fervor and do things which interest us the
most, here are some activities recommended which would keep you assiduous. These are
activities are planned to augment essential skills, attitudes and values. We are positive, it will
keep you creative mind engage and enhance your knowledge. Have fun! Happy holidays!

English
1. History has witnessed some of the most outstanding achievements by men and women in due
course of time. However, the achievement is even more appreciated if it has been addressed with
an apparent physical disability .These genuinely gusty people are great source of inspiration. So,
this summer let’s devote some time in finding out about four special people (disable/ physically
challenged) who regardless of their disability have accomplished a lot in life.
Mention their names and paste their picture. Also, talk about their disability and achievements.
Do the above mentioned work in your English literature notebook.( In reference to the Unit-2:
Special people, Main course book)
2. Complete your worksheets and revise everything done in class.
3. List of suggested books for reading.
a) Malgudi days – R. K. Narayan
b) Black Beauty - Anna Sewell
c) Treasure Island - R.L.Stevenson
d) The Secret Seven, The Famous Five - Enid Blyton

English Worksheet
A.

Read the comprehension given below and answer the questions that follow briefly:

My next pet was a pigeon. He was still very young. He was the most revolting bird to look at.
With his feathers pushing, through the wrinkled scarlet skin, mixed with the horrible yellow
down that covers baby pigeon and makes them look as they have been bleeching their hair.
Because of his repulsive and obese appearance, larry suggested we call him Quasimodo and,
liking the name, without realizing the implication, I agreed.
Owing to his unorthodox upbringing, and the fact that he had no parents to teach him the facts of
life, Quasimodo became convinced he was not a bird at all and refused to fly. Instead he walked
everywhere. If he wanted to get onto a table, or a chair he stood below it, ducking his head and
cooing in a rich contralto until someone lifted him up. This however, we had to stop, for either
you carried him on your shoulder, which was risking an accident to your clothes, or else you let
him walk behind. If you let him, then you had to slow down your own pace to suit his, for
should you get too far ahead you would hear the most frantic and imploring coos and turn
around to find Quasimodo running desperately after you ,his chest pouted out with indignation at
your cruelty.
Gerald Durell: My family and
other animals
1. Why did the author call Quasimodo a revolting bird?
2. Why was the pigeon given the name Quasimodo? Give two reasons?
3. Why was Quasimodo convinced that he was not a bird?
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4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

Why did the author not carry him on his shoulder?
How did the pigeon behave if the author did not slow down his pace?
Give the synonym of ‘different from what is usual or accepted’.
Give the antonym of ‘calm or sane’.
Jumbled sentences
1. delicious/my/mother/bakes/cookies.
2. some /I/borrowed/from/a friend/of mine/money
3. some interesting/found/we/in /books/library/the
4. for a long/they/in the/lived/same house/have
5. remembered/i/after/him/minutes/few/a
6. convey/my/message/to /please/mother/your
7. Rudayardkipling/writer/the/born/was/in/British/Bombay
8. a boxer/up/grow/when/want/i/to/i/become
9. glitters/is/gold/not/all/that
10. Indian/in/Ruskin Bond/an/writer
C.
Adjectives
a)
Give the correct degree of adjective
Positive
Comparative
Superlative
1.Kind
2.Poor
3.Slow
4.Pure
5.Noisy
6.Healthy
7.Sad
8.Thin
9.Delicious
10.faithful
11.late
12.Wealthy
b)
Fill in the blanks with correct degree of adjectives given in the bracket.
1. He is the --------------------- student in the class. (well)
2. A goat is----------------------than the dog. (fat)
3. The first exercise is-----------------------------------------than the second. (difficult)
4. The girl is--------------------than the boy. (thin)
5. Yesterday was the--------------------day of the month. (hot)
6. Qutub Minar is ------------------------than any other tower. (tall)
7. Maya sleeps-----------than me. (little)
8. My dress is ----------------than your. (good)
9. Copper is the------------------------------metal. (useful)
10. Which is the ------------populated city of India? (much)
c)

Write out the story, putting one of the adjectives from the list in each blank:
(short, delightful, high, sour, ripe, greedy)
It was a -------------- day. A fox had just entered a garden. Among the many------------------things in the garden was a vine laden with bunches of grapes. One of them was a------------------bunch which hung invitingly over the fox’s head. The very sight of it made the fox feel-----------------.He leapt up at the grapes several times. But they were too --------------- for him to reach.
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After a ---------------while he decided to give up trying. He went away declaring that the grapes-------------.
D. Articles
a) Fill in the blanks with suitable determiners. (Articles - a, an ,the)
1. This is---------- student I was looking for.
2. He was in-----------tearing hurry.
3. -----------Bible, -----------Gita and---------- Quran are sacred books.
4. I went to Shimla by ---------Kalka Shatabdi Express.
5. ------------Sun rises in ---------------east and sets in ------------west.
6. I have -------------headache.
7. I study for half---------- hour daily.
8. Birds of ------feather flock together.
9. I saw -----------one-eyed man with--------------one rupee note.
10. I purchase-------------uniform and some stationery from the book store.
11.My brother took admission in------university abroad and enrolled in------M.A.
course.
12. My friend’s father is ------------M.P.
b) Insert the articles wherever necessary:
1. Mohan is brightest boy in our class.
2. Taj Mahal is one of the seven wonders of the World.
3. I was looking for boy in red shirt.
4. The little girl is playing with doll.
5. My friend met European friend.
6. She is apple of her mother’s eye.
7. Mohan is important member of the team.
8. Lion is the king of the forest.
9. Let us go to hostel.
10. Who wrote Vedas?

Maths
Worksheet (Knowing Our Numbers)
1.
Using the digits 4, 2, 1, 0, 8 and 3 (without repetition) write any five numbers each of six
digits. Insert commas using Indian system of Numeration. Arrange them in ascending order.
2.
How many hours make a year?
3.
Find the difference:
(a)
72,305 – 6,95,348
(b) 47,30,105 – 29,85,857
4.
Find the quotient and remainder:
(a)
9,19,197 ÷ 125
(b) 7,43,678 ÷ 238
5.
Rearrange the digits in the given numbers to get the largest and the smallest number.
(a)
30, 08, 401
(b) 8, 03, 24, 915
6.
144 pages are required to make a notebook. How many pages are required to make 850
such notebooks?
7.
Find the difference between the smallest 5-digit number and the greatest 6-digit number.
8.
Write the estimated value of the following:
(a)
To the nearest ten : (i) 293 (ii) 38 (iii) 7951
(b)
To the nearest hundreds: (i) 452
(ii) 5764
(iii) 18112
(c)
To the nearest thousands: (i) 5825 (ii)26392
(iii)18725
9.
For each of the following, write the corresponding roman numeral:
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(a)
59
(b) 98
(c) 324
(d) 447
(e) 210
10.
Write each of the following roman numerals in Hindu-Arabic Numerals:
(a)
LXIX (b) XLVIII
(c) XCIV
(d) CCXLIX (e) CXLI
11.
If a cookie needs 8 grams of ingredients, how many cookies can be made with 44 kg
400g of ingredients?
12.
If 45 kg 450 g of sugar be equally distributed among 15 persons, how much shall each
get?
13.
A national daily press prints 2,17,000 copies everyday from Monday to Saturday and
2,18,200 copies on Sunday. If one copy has 16 pages, how many pages are printed in a week?
14.
Amitabh is 1m 78cm tall. His wife is 23cm shorter than him. Find his wife’s height.
15.
If a milk booth sells 223 litres of milk every day, find the total quantity of milk sold by
the booth in the month of April.
16.
Write a 5-digit number in which the digit in thousands place is 3 and the digit in the ones
place is twice the digit at the thousands place, the digit at ten - thousands place is one more than
the digit at ones place and the digit at hundreds place is one third of the digit at thousands place.
The digit at tens place is zero.
17.

Science
1)
Make a poster -- SAY N0 TO JUNK FOOD with a slogan. Use A4 size white pastel sheet
for it and use pastel colours.
2)
Find out balanced food requirement of the following
a) A 12year old boy
b) A 30 Year old pregnant women
c) A 65 year old retired man
d) A 40 year old office worker and
e) A 25 year old football player
3) Do a research work on different kind of clothes or uniforms worn by people engaged in
different jobs (for e.g Doctors, Miners, Farmers , Fire-fighters, Astronauts, Nurses, Civil
Engineers on work site etc.)Paste pictures and write the reasons behind such specific clothes.
4) Make a list of 10 different objects in kitchen both edible and non-edible. Write four
characteristics and group them asa) Soluble and insoluble in water
b) Transparent ,translucent and opaque
c) Solid and liquid
d) Soft and hard
Note- Q1 to be attached in scrap book. Q2, Q3 ,Q4 to be done in a scrap book. Scrap book to be
neatly covered with first page marked as index showing given holiday homework.

Social Science
(Use file sheets and paste pictures)
Compare the states and people of Ladakh and Kerala and answer the following:
(1) The location and climate of the region.
(2) The food they eat
(3) The clothes they wear
(4) The work they do
(5) The religion they follow
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